Minutes Consultation Committee

May 24, 2017 meeting
Attending: Jill, Carl, Lea, Joan, Joseph, Suzanne, Karen
Meeting by Web Ex

Reviewed syllabus and discussed assignment of faculty to each segment. Joan asked for additional reading for the termination seminar. Discussed possibilities for the review in the final session and perhaps include a GAM group as part of this seminar. Made these changes to the syllabus:
1) Note the third article listed under each session is optional
2) Transfer Carl's article from session 7 to session 9
3) Change spelling of Carl's name in the article noted in session 3 of the intensive 2-day

Discussed GAM group leader—perhaps ask Jane Prelinger. Carl is available if needed but prefers to teach OR lead the group, not both. Currently he is signed up to teach segment #3.

Karen will send the syllabus out to experienced faculty asking for faculty to send their choices (1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices) for the parts they are interested in teaching with a return date of July 1st. No guarantee that their choices can be accommodated.

RE: CE’s we reviewed the draft of CE objectives. Karen ask Janine if CE’s can be given for the course as a whole, not for each segment, and if so, how many CE objectives are required.

Evaluations: can we have an evaluation at the mid-point of the course? Should this evaluation be based on the CE objectives?
Missed sessions: attendance is required for CE’s; how many sessions can be missed without losing CE credits? For the purposes of the course, not considering CE’s, we can allow up to 2 missed session. Karen will check with Janine and Anna about this.

Format: 45 minutes didactic, 45 minutes discussion of a supervision vignette
The faculty member runs the session.
Assign student to present the reading and assign student to present the vignette.

Next meeting by telephone on June 28, 2017.